Pollock Arm Chair
Charles Pollock
POLLOCK ARM CHAIR  Designed in 1960 and originally manufactured from 1964-1979, the steel and leather ‘sling chair’, as it is commonly referred to, offers a refined combination of materials and finishes. Tubular steel legs connect to cast-aluminum arms and stretchers with exposed hardware, exemplifying Pollock’s “honest” approach to design.

CHARLES POLLOCK  Exemplified in the conceptual visions of his designs, Pollock has a strong internal and emotional connection to seating. It was Florence Knoll’s recognition of his unique talent that secured his reputation as one of the world’s preeminent furniture designers. He is the recipient of many awards including the IBD Bronze Medal and the Dutch Institution for Industrial Design. Pratt Institute’s 1991 tribute to Pollock honored him with its Excellence by Design Award.